Fortinet and Vijilan - Streamlined Total Security

FortiSIEM User On-boarding, 24/7 USA based Security Monitoring, Detection, and Response

Introduction - The Problem

Implementing a complete Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) for new customers can be a burdensome task for many in the industry. Without trained staff and an event bracketing software, the volume of events that come out of a SIEM can be overwhelming. Response becomes nearly impossible if you do not know where to start or where your customers are most exposed.

Furthermore, properly monitoring and managing your SIEM products is often overlooked but remains a vital piece of your total security solution. The reality is that being attacked is a matter of “when” rather than “if”. Unfortunately, it normally requires a dedicated and knowledgeable staff to monitor all events fully. Such staff can be difficult and expensive to acquire, making a 24/7 SOC cost-prohibitive to most MSPs or organizations.

Benefits

Using FortiSIEM with Vijilan gives organizations and MSP’s:

- **Turn Key Solutions:** Streamlined FortiSIEM purchasing and integration with Vijilan in as quick as one hour.
- **Around the Clock:** 24/7 live monitoring and event response from 100% US-based SOC.
- **Smart Tickets:** Event ticket bracketing and integration with most PSA/CRM/RMM tools.
- **Reduced Costs:** By improving your team’s productivity and focus, you will end up saving money even after your subscription to Vijilan.
- **The Missing Piece:** Security is more than software and tools. Vijilan’s always available expert staff are the last piece in the puzzle for total security.
- **Transparency:** Compliance, Audit, Incident, and Executive Reports on demand or on schedule.
- **For All MSP’s:** Aurora is an independent cloud-based SaaS smart ticketing, reporting, and analytics for organizations that already have a SOC.
- **Never Competing:** Vijilan services are made available exclusively through their channel MSP partner.

How it Works - The Solution

Vijilan’s ThreatRespond service alleviates these burdens by offering a complete purchasing, setup, and maintenance of the industry-leading FortiSIEM product. Followed by delivering unparalleled 24/7 live monitoring from Vijilan’s 100% US based Security Operations Center (SOC). Their SOC team constantly monitors, investigates, and resolve threats that FortiSIEM detects, and Vijilan Aurora categorizes. Saving you time and stress by resolving many threats beforehand and creating manageable event tickets that can integrate with most PSA/CRM/RMM tools.

To further aid your organization, insightful Vijilan reports of FortiSIEM events can be generated on demand or scheduled to fit, including: Compliance, Audit, Incident, and Executive Reports.

Already have a Security Operations Center but looking to take it to the next level? Vijilan’s Aurora SaaS brings all the software benefits of their ThreatRespond service to your SOC. Reduce your teams time and cost monitoring FortSIEM with Aurora’s 100% cloud-based consolidation and prioritization of incidents, smart reporting, and analytics.
About Vijilan

Vijilan is headquartered in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, home of their cutting-edge Security Operations Center. With their unique approach of working exclusively through channel MSPs, Vijilan can provide a world-class security monitoring service that surpasses expectations at the best possible price point. Vijilan’s market-leading security monitoring solution, ThreatRespond, has been serving the MSP community and their clients in Finance, Healthcare, Education, Manufacturing, Government, and legal services since 2014. To learn more please visit www.Vijilan.com.